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During December of 2004, Sirius Satellite Radio launched the 'spirited Actor Series'' hosted by
C. Truth accompanied by acting aficionado Tracey Moore Marable. The 'spirited'' segment airs
during C. Truth's current show, Inferno Radio. This exclusive presentation gives aspiring actors
& actresses an opportunity to hear what it takes to achieve and maintain a solid acting career.
The Spirited Actor Series delivers acting techniques, insider tips and professional advice directly
from the woman many call when they''re hoping to launch an acting career.

  

Inferno Radio airs Saturday & Sunday @ 7 AM - 12 Noon (EASTERN TIME) on Hip Hop Nation
40. On a weekly basis C. Truth reaches over 700,000 subscribers in every US major market.
Inferno Radio can be heard in excess of over 9 million homes on Dish Network channel 6040. 

  

In addition to his show on Sirius Satellite Radio, C. Truth also hosts Thermal SoundWaves on
WHCR (90.3 FM) in NYC. Established in 1995, this inventive and vibrant weekly program has
striven to give all its listeners thought provoking commentary on world topics and music. Variety
is embraced during this live 3 hour show with a music selection of Hip-Hop, R&B, Soul, and
Reggae. Thermal SoundWaves avant-garde play list unveils songs that would not be heard on
mainstream radio shows & stations, but has definite public interest. 

  

C. Truth maintains balance on Thermal SoundWaves by addressing social issues and
occurrences that concern the urban community. Both signed and unsigned artists are
interviewed on the show and listeners are always encouraged to voice their opinions by calling,
emailing and writing in. Dubbed "The Natural Alternative to Fast Food Radio," Thermal
SoundWaves provides your daily nutrients of music, culture, and politics, all with an underlying
soundtrack of timeless Hip-Hop. Thermal SoundWaves is now one of the longest running
underground hip hop shows in NYC.

  

For more information on the show or to listen to first broadcast of ''The Spirited Actor Series''
please log onto www.ctruthonline.com   .
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http://www.ctruthonline.com

